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It is clear that this is the fullness of time for TJCII in Africa.  God is preparing a

nation, and potentially a whole continent, for reconciliation with Israel. 

 

TJCII is the beginning point for this process of reconciliation as it must begin with the

Messianic Jewish body and the Gentile Church of Kenya engaging in a spiritual

transaction that effects a reality in the heavenlies before we see the outworking of it

in the politics and diplomacy, social ties and commercial relationships between Israel

and the nations of Africa. 

 

For whatever reason in the heart of God, God has chosen Africa as the place to

begin this work on a massive scale of the nations coming into proper alignment with

Israel.

 

Many individuals, both Jewish and Gentile believers over the years have been used

by God to visit Africa and cultivate a love for Israel and prayer for Israel.  However,

TJCII is a very focused vision of reconciliation between Israel and the nations that

begins on a spiritual basis between the Messianic Jewish body and the Gentile

Christian body embracing all streams from Orthodox and Catholic to evangelical,

Pentecostal and Free Church.

The first TJCII diplomatic journey to Africa in 2006 (by Brian Cox and Dan

Juster) was to Kenya.  There was interest and openness, but the time was not

ripe.  However, there was one key development:  the involvement of Elizabeth

Kamau in the TJCII vision. 

The second TJCII diplomatic journey to Africa was to Kenya (by Brian Cox,

David Lazarus, Johannes Fichtenbauer and Vasile Mihoc).  There was growing

interest and greater openness, but the time was still not ripe.  Although the

TJCII vision did not gain traction we did make an impact with historic church

leaders. 

The third TJCII diplomatic journey to Africa in 2012 was to Kenya, Uganda and

Ghana (by Brian Cox, Benjamin Berger, Eyal Friedman and Elizabeth

Kamau). 

This was now the fourth diplomatic journey to Africa and it is clear that the

fullness of time is upon us for the fulfillment of the TJCII vision in Kenya.  This

is the time for the TJCII International Leadership Council to marshal the people

and financial resources for a major event in Nairobi.

Our Objectives were: (1) To impart the TJCII Vision in Nairobi, Nakuru and

Mombasa, where we made four basic presentations:  The Rise of Messianic

Judaism (Howard Bass); The Nature of the TJCII Vision (Brian Cox); Israel’s

Irrevocable Call and Destiny (Howard Bass); and Being Rightly Aligned with Israel

(Brian Cox). 

 

(2) To create a spiritual transaction of reconciliation between Israel and the nation of

Kenya.  (3) To identify a core of leaders committed to the TJCII vision in Kenya.  (4)

To identify and train a growing cadre of Kenyan intercessors for TJCII (Elizabeth

Kamau, Dave & Raquel Pyles).  (5) To fortify Vanguard Ministries as a spiritual base

for TJCII (Howard Bass, Brian Cox, Elizabeth Kamau).  (6) To conduct diplomatic

meetings with senior level leaders to promote the TJCII vision (Brian Cox, Howard

Bass, Elizabeth Kamau).  (7) To identify, meet and build relationships and vision with

the Kenya NOW Generation (Sr. Mary Paul Friemel, Paula Leitner).

 

Nakuru – is a major Kenyan city, approximately a three-hour drive from Nairobi.  As

it is considered by Kenyan leaders to be the “spiritual gateway” to the nation, it

seemed an appropriate beginning point for our mission.  We had dinner with the

fellowship of Nakuru Pastors, which brings bishops, pastors and parachurch ministry

leaders together from across the city.  A brief explanation of our mission was made

by Elizabeth Kamau and Brian Cox (significant groundwork for the mission had

already been laid by Elizabeth Kamau).

 

The next day approximately 200 bishops and pastors attended a conference,

which we conducted in a Christian retreat center.  Two presentations by Howard

Bass and Brian Cox were made in both the morning and afternoon sessions.  After

the morning session, the Holy Spirit led the participants into a time of deep

repentance for “replacement theology” and other forms of Christian anti-Semitism

and rejection by Gentiles of our Jewish roots.  This culminated in a spiritual

transaction in which most of the leaders came personally up to Howard Bass to

ceremonially give the birthright back to the elder brother. 

Mombasa – Mombasa is a major coastal city located on the Indian Ocean,

approximately a one-hour flight from Nairobi.  Hot and extremely humid, Mombasa

presented a different spiritual environment from Nakuru.  The population of this

region is almost 50% Muslim.  One leader described the relationship between the

communities as cooperative and friendly, while other leaders spoke about the

growing aggression of the Muslim community and the increasing radicalization and

indoctrination of Muslim youth in Jihadist theology and military training. 

 

We spent the first evening with a few members of the Mombasa Pastor’s Fellowship

who were all Evangelicals and Pentecostals.  The next day we conducted a

conference for approximately 200 bishops, pastors, intercessors and NOW

Generation Kenyans in a local church.  During the morning and afternoon

sessions there was worship.  Howard Bass and Brian Cox gave four presentations

followed by question and answer periods both in the morning and afternoon.  The

last part of the afternoon Dave & Raquel Pyles met with approximately 30

intercessors and Mary Paul Friemel and Paula Leitner met with approximately 30

NOW Generation Kenyans.

 

Nairobi – We spent two different days with members of Vanguard Ministry, an

intercessory prayer ministry led by Elizabeth Kamau.  Our purpose in doing so was to

fortify them with teaching, ministry and relationship-building so as to empower them

as a spiritual base for TJCII in Africa.  On the first day Howard Bass and Brian Cox

gave the four presentations and this was followed by a time of ministry by the Holy

Spirit to the participants.  On the second day Howard Bass gave an extended version

of his testimony as a Messianic Jew, Dave & Raquel Pyles spoke about TJCII

intercessory prayer and Mary Paul Friemel and Paula Leitner spoke about their

experience becoming part of the TJCII NOW Generation.  In the afternoon they met

with a group of 25 to 30 NOW Generation Kenyans;  the Pyles met with a group of

approximately 30 to 40 intercessors.  Important connections were made in both

meetings.

On the two Sundays we visited four churches and were able to give presentations on

the TJCII vision.  We also met with the Nairobi Committee of the Evangelical Alliance

of Kenya.  Elizabeth Kamau and Brian Cox gave presentations which were

enthusiastically received.  They committed to being an organizing committee for

future TJCII work in Kenya and challenged Brian Cox to return to Kenya in

June.  This was a significant meeting!  Brian Cox and Elizabeth Kamau met with

Margaret Odoul who shared a vision for a continent-wide TJCII Africa conference in

March 2017.  The possibility exists also for a Kenya National Conference in 2017.

 

One unexpected development during our diplomatic journey was that Bishop

Kalembo Wa Kasongo Crispin, a Pentecostal bishop from Lubumbashi, Democratic

Republic of Congo, joined  his friend, Howard Bass.  The bishop was with us the

entire time in Nairobi, Nakuru and Mombasa.  He heard our presentations several

times and witnessed the work of the Holy Spirit in all our meetings.  In our meeting

with the EAK Nairobi Committee he stood up and bore eloquent testimony to what he

had witnessed.  His single testimony was the convincing factor for the EAK

leadership to get behind the TJCII vision.  The bishop plans to go home and begin

organizing DRC church leaders so as to invite a TJCII team in the near future.

 

TJCII plans to return to Kenya in late June 2016 to follow up with the EAK Nairobi

Committee and the Pastors’ Fellowships of Nakuru and Mombasa and to focus on

historic church leaders.  A Kenya national conference in Nairobi is also being

considered for 2017, the theme of which would be “Reconciliation between Israel and

Kenya.” 

Fireside Chat in Dallas, Texas
By Aaron Trenk

(One of the Directors of Jews for Jesus)

Thirty-one key leaders of the Messianic movement convened in an upper room in

Dallas, Texas this past April.  Each of us, representing a broad spectrum of

congregations and missions, had taken time out of our busy schedules to attend a

"Fireside Chat" that would last less than eight hours.  Most of those in the room knew

one another.  Some had been co-workers; and some had personally experienced a

"falling out" with others present.  As we sat in a large circle, Marty Waldman, Rabbi at

Baruch HaShem Messianic Synagogue in Dallas, and host to the meeting, took the

floor to explain his heart in asking us to come:  Unity.

 

Rabbi Marty articulated what all knew but few said:  there was disunity within the

Messianic movement.  However, the presence of these thirty-one key leaders spoke

of hope for something better; and, although the tension was palpable at times, we all

listened as Rabbi Marty spoke his heart.

 

Boarding my plane to return home the next morning, I pondered what had been

accomplished:  A renewed commitment to building relationships.

An Answer to Prayer – This fireside chat not only represented a step toward unity

among the senior leaders of the Messianic movement, but it was also an answer to

the prayers of the younger generation.  Less than a month before Dallas, a group of

about 70 young Jewish believers in Jesus met for a similar purpose in Seattle.  That

gathering was part of a larger movement called “Grassroots,” which has no

organizational oversight, but is steered by a core group of young leaders from

various organizational affiliations.  The gatherings, which have taken place annually

over the past nine years, are an attempt to restore unity in the Messianic movement

on a grassroots level through developing intentional relationships with one another.  I

was invited into the core group last year, and have served as an advocate for the

Grassroots movement within the Jewish Missions world. 

 

Had the meetings been theological forums, we might have stressed our

disagreements, since both gatherings were characterized by a diverse and broad

spectrum of Jewish Y'shua-believing expressions.  However, at these meetings there

was no debate.  We came together as fellow disciples, in the belief that the pursuit of

unity is vitally important to the future of Jewish ministry.

Why Work for Unity? – Jesus taught us to love one another; he told us that the

world would know that we were his disciples if we did so.  I wonder if our disunity has

kept us from being truly effective in our role as witnesses within the greater Jewish

community.  The Apostle Paul commended the importance of unity to the Christians

in Ephesus:

 

“As a prisoner for the Lord, then, I urge you to live a life worthy of the calling you

have received.  Be completely humble and gentle; be patient, bearing with one

another in love.  Make every effort to keep the unity of the Spirit through the bond of

peace.  There is one body and one Spirit, just as you were called to one hope when

you were called; one Lord, one faith, one baptism; one God and Father of all, who is

over all and through all and in all.  But to each one of us grace has been given as

Christ apportioned it.”  (Ephesians 4:1-7)

 

Paul enumerates the characteristics of unity – fostering relationships: humility,

gentleness, patience, and loving long-suffering ("bearing with one another in love"). 

These characteristics should impact our attitude toward others, especially those with

whom we disagree, and our willingness to forgive and bear with those who hurt us.

 

Humility – We can't be unified if we think we are better than others.  Humility

requires us to lay aside our pride.  This is why Paul commanded us to "Do nothing

out of selfish ambition or vain conceit.  Rather, in humility value others above

yourselves." (Philippians 2:3). 

This is challenging once we consider the implications!  For example, are we so

convinced that our theology is correct that we cannot relate with those who have

different theological notions without arguing our point?  

Are we so convinced of our methods that we cannot relate with those who do things

differently without trying to convince them to change?  Are we so convinced of our

own spiritual maturity that we look down upon those who are still struggling against

sin or immaturity?  Pride comes easily, especially for those of us raised in an

individualistic society that focuses on personal accomplishment and gain over

teamwork.  Yet even the disciples, living in a more community-minded society,

argued about who would be greatest in the Kingdom.  Jesus' response to his

disciples is the same as it is for us today:  "Whoever humbles himself like this child is

the greatest in the kingdom of heaven."(Matthew 18:4, English Standard Version).  

Using Gentleness and Patience with Those with Whom We Disagree - 

Proverbs 15:1 says "A gentle answer turns away wrath, but a harsh word stirs up

anger."  This is common wisdom, equally applicable whether approaching our

brothers in Messiah or speaking to others. 

Once on a sortie (a time of distributing evangelistic literature and engaging people in
conversation on the streets) at Grand Central Station in New York City, I had two very
different interactions that illustrate this principle.  First, a Jewish lady, who looked like
my grandmother, walked by and said, "You should be ashamed of yourself!"  I was
thinking on my feet and came back with a quick retort:  "No, I shouldn't.  Jesus is the
truth, and I am not ashamed of the truth!" The lady turned around, came back to me,
and began yelling about all the terrible things that had been done in the name of
Jesus.  I couldn't get a word in edgewise.  Once she stopped talking, she gave me the
finger, spat on the floor and walked away.  This time I was ashamed of myself. 
Because I hadn't been gentle or patient with her, she wouldn't allow me to explain
myself.  I was reminded of an old quote from How to Win Friends and Influence
People by Dale Carnegie:  "You can't win an argument.  You can't because if you lose
it, you lose it; and if you win it, you lose it."  I promised myself that I would never
respond in kind on the street again.

Just 30 minutes later a middle-aged Orthodox man walked by me and said the exact

same words:  "You should be ashamed of yourself!"  This time my response was

different.  "Sir, can you explain why you think I should be ashamed of myself?"  The

man stopped.  I don't think anyone had ever challenged him to explain his words.  He

looked me in the eye and began listing all the things that had been done in the name

of Jesus, and then began calmly explaining how frustrated it made him to see "Jews

for Jesus," since he couldn't understand how any Jew could align himself with the

anti-Semites who persecuted our people.  I listened to him and nodded my head.  "I

can see why you are upset, and I am sorry if I have offended you.  But did you know

that Jesus himself was a Jew, that he claimed to be the Jewish Messiah, and that all

of his original disciples were also Jewish?"  For the next five minutes I was able to

share the gospel with him.

Proverbs 15:1 also applies to our relationships within the Messianic community. 

Without gentleness, we drive people away without giving them a chance to consider

our words.  Without patience, we demand immediate change and are unable to

sustain the gentleness we need over the long term when those who take issue with

us continue to do so.

 

Unity and Forgiveness – Within our movement, there is often a history of hurting and
being hurt by others.  How do we achieve unity in those kinds of situations? The
answer lies in Paul's fourth point in Ephesians 4:2 – we must bear with one another in
love.  In Colossians 3:13, Paul adds, "Bear with each other and forgive one another if
any of you has a grievance against someone.  Forgive as the Lord forgave you."
 

We are not simply called to be patient with our brothers, but to forgive them.  In
situations of long-standing disunity, we often see relationships saddled with
resentment that stems from genuine hurt.  This is perfectly understandable.  Yet the
Lord calls us to forgive for the sake of unity.  Thank God that we have Jesus' perfect
example of forgiveness to strive toward.  Consider Peter, one of his closest disciples
and friends, who abandoned Jesus in his moment of need, going so far as to deny
the relationship between them.  Yet Jesus, the one who was hurt, took the initiative to
forgive and restore Peter.  Jesus asks no more of us than what he demonstrated
throughout his life.
 

Two Practical Steps for Pursuing Unity – There are many ways to pursue unity.  Here
are two steps I've found most relevant in my life:

֍ Be intentional about maintaining relationships.  One key thing I've learned through
my involvement in Grassroots is that it is impossible to have unity with those with
whom you have no relationship! In order to pursue unity, we must be intentional
about pursuing and maintaining relationships with those we intend to be unified
with.  Otherwise, disagreements cause us to talk about each other rather than to each
other.  By being intentional, disagreements cause us to dialogue with each other in a
way that strengthens rather than tears down.

֍ Speak well of others — or at least don't speak ill of them!  I once heard that a
person with whom I had no relationship was speaking poorly about me.  I felt angry
and resentful, tempted to "return the favor."  But in the spirit of unity, I checked my
anger, prayed for the person, and gave them a call.  It turned out that he had heard
something third-hand that I had said in a particular context, and on the basis of that
report he had become offended.  He thought I had been speaking poorly about him. 
The phone call proved a great opportunity for both of us to humble ourselves, affirm
each other, and commit to a relationship that would invite dialogue in the future. 
What a reminder it was of the power of gossip, which Jewish tradition refers to as
lashon ha-ra, evil speech.  I still struggle to bridle my tongue, but I have resolved to
speak well of others, to try to understand their point of view, and to keep
disagreements between us from spilling over into other relationships.  When we see
gossip as sin and prayerfully commit to ridding it from our lives, God empowers us to
recognize it when it rears its ugly head.

Conclusion – Perhaps God is calling you to seek unity with those from whom you

have become alienated.  As we work toward unity, we are motivated because of

Jesus' command and Paul's commendation.  We are empowered by the Spirit as we

continue to strive to be more like Jesus, forgiving our brothers in humility with

gentleness and patience.  We are rewarded in our efforts as the power of the Gospel

is demonstrated, and the world knows that we are truly Jesus' disciples.  Let's pray

together as we seek unity within the greater body of the Messianic community.

A Personal History with TJCII
By The Reverend Cannon Brian Cox

Please reference a Biography of The Rev. Canon Brian Cox at:
http://tjcii.org/?team=the-reverend-canon-brian-cox

 

My experience with TJCII began more than 20 years ago with two people, a

laywoman in Germany and a rabbi in Texas. 

In 1991, I met Christa Behr, a Lutheran from Ham- burg who organized services of

repentance at former Nazi concentration camps in Germany and Poland.  Christa

invited me to participate in one such service at Sachsenhausen Camp near Berlin in

1994.  Led by the Rev. Paul Toaspern from East Berlin and Rabbi Benjamin Berger

from a Messianic congregation that meets at Christ Church in Jerusalem, 300 older

Germans confessed, wept and asked God for forgiveness for taking loyalty oaths to

Hitler, crying “Sieg Heil,” and doing nothing when their Jewish neighbors were beaten

or arrested by the Gestapo. 

While this was happening, the Holy Spirit drove me to soul-rending sobs.  Finally, I

turned to Peter Dippel, a West Berlin pastor sitting next to me, and said, “Peter, I

don’t understand what is happening to me!” He simply smiled and replied, “Brian, the

Lord did the same thing to me when he gave me a supernatural love for the Jewish

people.”

In the weeks that followed, I realized that something had changed inside my heart. 

Previously I had been indifferent toward my Jewish neighbors – not hostile, but

indifferent.  I found myself beginning to seek Jewish friends.  I became friends with a

rabbi and with two Holocaust survivors. 

A few months later, I received a short note from Barbara Bolte Smith, a parishioner at

St. James, Newport Beach, where I had served as senior associate.  Her note simply

said that the Holy Spirit had guided her to write to me about the vision that the Holy

Spirit had given Marty Waldman, the Rabbi at Baruch HaShem Messianic

Synagogue in Dallas.  As I read the vision, which Rabbi Waldman called “Jerusalem

Council II,” my heart leapt with joy. 

I spent two weeks praying about this vision.  When he and I finally spoke, we quickly

sensed the Holy Spirit’s presence in our conversation.  A month later the rabbi invited

me to attend an initial meeting of Messianic Jewish and Gentile Christian leaders. 

This group evolved into the Executive Committee of Toward Jerusalem Council II, on

which I serve. 

What does our group hope to achieve?  The first Jerusalem Council, as recounted in

Acts 15, was called as a result of a crisis in the early Messianic movement.  We

should remember that the first followers of Jesus were not Christians but Messianic

Jews.  They retained their Jewish identity but recognized Jesus (Yeshua) as the

Messiah.  The Church was not raised up as a replacement for Israel, but as a branch

to be grafted into the olive tree (Rom. 9-11).  As a result of Gentile arrogance the

Church began to detach itself from its Jewish roots and the virus of anti-Semitism

began to grow within our DNA. 

In A.D. 787 the second Council of Nicea adopted Canon 8, which declared: “Since

some of those who come from the religion of the Hebrew mistakenly think to make a

mockery of Christ who is God, pretending to become Christians, but denying Christ in

private by both secretly continuing to observe the Sabbath and maintaining other

Jewish practices, we decree that they shall not be received to communion or at

prayer or into the church.”

The Church and Jewish leaders came to agree on one thing: you cannot follow Jesus

and remain a Jew.  That agreement prevailed for almost 1,200 years. 

God seemed to have a different idea.  Beginning in the late 19th century, Jewish

belief in Jesus experienced resurrection in such places as Moldova, Bulgaria, Poland

and the United States.  During the Jesus Movement of the late 1960s and early

1970s many Jewish hippies became followers of Jesus.  For them it created a

predicament: I’m Jewish, but I believe that Jesus is my Messiah.  What do I do now?

But in 1967, as Israel was taking possession of the Old City of Jerusalem for the first

time in 2,000 years, the Messianic Jewish movement was born.  It is a small but

growing movement.  In Israel there are more than 10,000 Messianic Jews.  There are

more than 200 Messianic congregations in the United States.  There are also

Messianic congregations in Argentina, Brazil, Canada, Mexico, England, France,

Germany, Ireland, Russia, Ukraine and elsewhere. 

Toward Jerusalem Council II is a movement of prayer, repentance and relationship-

building with an eye toward reconciliation of the Jewish and Gentile parts of the Body

of Messiah (Christ).  Since the center’s beginning in 1995 there have been prayer

journeys to Israel, Poland, Rome, Spain, Turkey and Czech Republic.  There have

been diplomatic initiatives to Africa, Europe, Latin America, and the Middle East. 

Conferences have met in Addis Ababa, Buenos Aires, Chicago, Dallas, Gnadenthal,

Jerusalem, and Nairobi. 

Roman Catholic leaders have welcomed our work.  In 1997 Christoph Cardinal

Schönborn of Vienna, Austria, became our patron.  In 1998 a small group of us met

at the Vatican with Joseph Cardinal Ratzinger, who has since become Pope Benedict

XVI.  He welcomed the rise of the Messianic Jewish movement as an important

eschatological sign and, through papal theologian Georges Cardinal Cottier, began a

dialogue with messianic Jewish leaders.  Archbishop Rowan Williams has met at

Lambeth Palace for half a day with messianic Jewish leaders from Israel and

England. 

 

Our vision has met the most enthusiastic reception among Anglicans in Africa and

Latin America.  A TJCII team spent two days with the West Africa House of Bishops. 

There are invitations to meet with the Houses of Bishops in Kenya, Uganda, and

Tanzania.  Many African Christians consider reconciliation with Israel a precursor to

experiencing the fullness of God’s blessings on Africa.  Rabbi Waldman and I also

convened a small summit in Chicago of Episcopal and Messianic Jewish leaders. I

believe it is time for the Episcopal Church to join other provinces of the Anglican

Communion in acknowledging our Messianic brothers and sisters. 

Twenty Years of TJCII
A Review by Fr. Peter Hocken

Fr. Peter Hocken is a Catholic theologian,

teacher, author, and a member of the TJCII

International Leadership Council.

In September 2006 TJCII celebrated its first ten years.  We held an international

prayer gathering in Jerusalem to thank the Lord and to seek light and blessing on the

second ten years.  To reflect on the second ten years (2006–2016), in the light of the

great hopes aroused at Jerusalem 2006, I re-read the TJCII Communiques from

2005–07.

 

Jerusalem 2006 was an exciting occasion.  The vision of moving toward a second

council in Jerusalem was welcomed there by the brothers of the Jerusalem Olive

Tree Fellowship (who later became affiliated with TJCII).  There was a strong sense

of momentum.  Many had their eyes opened to the glory of the TJCII vision, sensing

its holistic character (all Jewish believers in Yeshua and all the churches of the

nations) and its end-time significance. 

 

Those moving in this vision for 20 years know how the Lord has always been

opening our eyes.  In 2004 we had gone to Ethiopia and discovered the significance

of the Coptic Orthodox Church for Jewish-Christian relations.  Buenos Aires in 2005

deepened the Catholic repentance for the horrible history of the Spanish Inquisition

and the Marranos.  The visit to Antioch (present-day Antakya) in Spring 2006 brought

a deep Messianic Jewish confession of sin through the three divisive episodes at

Antioch described in the book of Acts.  We are always being challenged, Jew and

Gentile, Evangelical and Catholic, from whatever continent we come.

TJCII International Leadership Council with Ethiopian Coptic Leader
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How much has the momentum of 2006 been maintained? While more people today

know about the existence of TJCII, and there are certainly more people involved

(there is now representation in 29 countries), my personal sense is that there was a

deeper sense of spiritual purpose leading to a Second Jerusalem Council, the

momentum for which, in my view, was greater in 2006 than there is now in 2016. 

What might be some reasons for this?

 

One reason is that in the first ten years the committee met twice a year.  We

deliberately travelled as a group – what we experienced as a moving tabernacle – to

unreached areas of the world to present the vision.  The moving tabernacle made the

vision visible: men from incredibly different backgrounds acting as one through

Messiah Yeshua.  In 2008, two decisions were made: there would be only one

committee meeting per year and it would be in Jerusalem.  Since then, the

tabernacle has not moved (except for a prayer journey to Bohemia in 2015). 

 

A second reason is that we cease to be challenged by the vastness and ultimate

character of this vision.  We take it for granted and we think we understand it.  We

settle for something less than the healing of the whole history of Israel and the

Church.  The difficulty of embracing its vastness is seen in the recurring obstacles we

face: those who want to absorb and Judaize the Gentile Christians instead of the two

being reconciled; and the resistance to Catholic and Orthodox Church participation. 

Give way to these pressures and the vision is broken.  This vision for total

reconciliation has to continue to challenge us.

 

A third reason may be that not all members of TJCII leadership have been able to be

present together at every event.

 

The leaders of TJCII have known from the beginning, when we first heard of the

TJCII vision, that we were participating in something that was truly given to us by

God; this truth is so profound that we as mere humans often have to reset our

perception of TJCII and ask the question:   “Do we assume that we fully understand

this vision and its implications?  I believe the answer to that question directly impacts

the momentum of TJCII.  My prayer is, as we ask that question, we will have mind of

Christ and the courage to act on the answer. 

Your tax-deductible donations are what enable TJCII to
continue the mission of restoration and reconciliation of

Jews and Gentiles around the world.
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